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 INTERSECTIONS OF GENDER AND CLASS:
 ACCOMMODATION AND RESISTANCE BY
 WORKING-CLASS AND AFFLUENT FEMALES TO
 CONTRADICTORY SEX ROLE IDEOLOGIES*

 Jean Anyon
 Rutgers University

 Many researchers have documented the stereotypical sex-role expec-
 tations common among parents, teachers, and others who are influential
 in the lives of young girls.1 In addition, writers have described in detail
 the stereotyped images of women that pervade television programs and
 ads, school textbooks and tradebooks, and other commercial materials
 such as toys.2 Feminist researchers often assume, and sometimes state
 explicitly, that stereotyped sex role messages (as part of the overall sex
 role socialization experience) are "successful." They may argue, for
 example, that girls believe the messages, and ultimately exhibit the atti-
 tudes and behaviors transmitted- for example, submissiveness to males,
 sexual passivity, the desire to nurture children and husbands, and reluc-
 tance to compete with men in nondomestic situations (see, e.g.,
 Chetwynd & Hartnett, 1978; Weitzman, 1979; Stark-Adamec, 1980).

 I acknowledge the pervasiveness of sex role stereotypes in the pres-
 ent environment, and deplore any limits they would place on the
 development by females of a full range of behaviors, roles, and person-
 ality traits. However, I will take issue here with the current focus on sex
 role socialization as "successful." While it is true that most women

 learn what is socially approved, and often behave in ways that are
 expected, I will argue that complete acceptance (as well as complete
 rejection) of sex-role appropriate attitudes and behaviors is actually
 rather rare. Indeed, neither "acceptance" nor "rejection" accurately
 describes what occurs. A more accurate description is what Genovese
 (1972) has called, in regard to the reactions of black American slaves to
 their enslavement, a simultaneous process of accommodation and
 resistance.

 "This article first appeared in Gender, Class and Education, S. Walker and L. Barton, (Eds.),
 Sussex, England: Falmer Press, 1983, and is reprinted here with permission. Some of the
 material in this article will appear in Dr. Anyon' s forthcoming book, Social Class and
 Gender in U.S. Education, from Routledge & Kegan Paul.

 Journal of Education, Volume 166, Number 1, 1984 © Trustees of Boston University
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 In addition to taking issue with the assumption of success implied by
 most research on female socialization, I will differ as well with the prev-
 alent view that gender development is primarily a one-way process of
 imposition by society of values and attitudes that girls internalize. I will
 argue instead that gender development involves not so much passive
 imprinting as active response to social contradictions. Thus, for girls,
 gender development will involve a series of attempts to cope with - and
 resolve - contradictory social messages regarding what they should do
 and be. Girls are presented not only with ideologies regarding what is
 appropriate behavior for themselves as females (for example, nurturance
 of men and children in a domestic situation, submissiveness and non-
 competitiveness with men outside the domestic situation, and sexual
 submissiveness),3 but also with ideologies of what are appropriate means
 in U.S. society of achieving self-esteem (for example, through success in
 the non-domestic, competitive world of work). These two sets of ide-
 ologies, as others have noted (e.g., Horner, 1971; Broverman et al., 1972;
 Baruch & Barnett, 1975), are in direct contradiction.
 This paper explores female responses to this contradiction between

 femininity and self-esteem as follows: a brief discussion of the differing
 social class characteristics of the contradictory ideologies; an analytical
 discussion of accommodation and resistance as active responses by adult
 women to social (for example, gender) contradiction; and a presentation
 of empirical examples of accommodation and resistance in 5th-grade girls
 in working-class and affluent elementary schools. In conclusion, the
 implications of accommodation and resistance for how we work toward
 social change for women are discussed.

 Class Difference in Contradictory Ideologies

 There are subtle class differences in the ideology of what is appropri-
 ate female behavior, and in the contradictions between femininity and
 self-esteem for women of the working and professional classes.
 For most white working-class girls in the U.S., there exists the

 expectation that they adhere closely to "feminine" behavior, with clear-
 cut distinctions between male and female (Sewell & Shah, 1968; Goode,
 Hopkins, & McClure, 1971; Rabban, 1950). The expectations regarding
 girls' futures do not usually include college and a "career" but rather
 marriage and a family- with perhaps part-time work, although many
 working-class women report that they want to work outside the family,
 at least part-time (Goode, Hopkins, & McClure, 1971; Rubin, 1976).
 When asked to give their reasons for wanting to work, working-class
 women do not usually cite the desire for self-development or careers, but
 the desire to be considered a useful and valued member of society - and
 housework does not provide this (Rubin, 1976). Also, many say that they
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 want a measure of independence from their husbands, and that work
 provides this; finally, many women also cite the need for an additional
 pay check in the family (Rubin, 1976).

 A major contradiction faced by many of these working-class and
 lower-middle-class women is that the charge of femininity (to be submis-
 sive, subordinate to their men, dependent, and domestic) is in sharp
 disjunction with the imperatives of their daily lives (the need, for
 example, to aggressively struggle for actual survival). In addition, for
 many working-class women the contradiction is manifest in the disjunc-
 tion between the demands of their (working-class) husbands that they be
 in the home and submissive, and the women's own need for recognized
 competence and self-esteem.

 For middle-class professional and affluent families, the definition of
 femininity and the female sex-role is less rigid than for working-class
 females (Goode, Hopkins, & McClure, 1971), but it still impinges on the
 free development of personality traits and roles. For girls who grow up in
 professional and affluent families, for example, the expectation of
 achievement through success in the world of public work is often a part
 of the set of expectations that the family has for the girl (Rabban, 1950).
 Professional families usually expect their daughters to go to college, often
 to graduate school, and indeed, in many cases, to have a career and to
 "fulfill their potential" as human beings (Rabban, 1950; Weitzman,
 1979). However, I would argue that this is usually expected to occur
 before, not instead of, having children. Thus, although these girls may be
 expected to achieve in the world of work, they are also expected to be
 feminine, and to fulfill domestic roles. Herein lies not only a contradic-
 tion but a difficult task. The contradiction for professional women is
 manifest in several ways. For example, after she has, say, received an
 advanced degree and expended efforts to excel in a profession, all of a
 sudden the social expectation that she be a mother and a housewife may
 be felt. Not only may the personality traits differ for successful
 domesticity and professionalism, but there are severe biological and
 occupational time constraints on childbearing as well.

 Somewhat differently, if a professional woman does attain success in
 her profession, she may paradoxically be (and be seen as) an outsider to
 the profession itself. This may occur because the concerns of most profes-
 sions have been defined by males, most academic research is male-
 oriented, and most professional societies and universities are adminis-
 tered largely by males (Gornick, 1971; Weskott, 1979). (Education is no
 exception, despite the relatively large number of females in this field.)

 In conflictful situations such as these neither working-class nor
 more affluent females are passive; contrary to the myth, women- and
 girls - actively struggle to come to terms with, or to transcend, the
 conflicts involved in being female.
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 Accommodation and Resistance to Gender Contradictions

 In order to describe (and characterize) the responses of females to
 their contradictory situation I make use of Genovese's (1972) description
 of the ways black slaves responded to their contradictory situation of
 being human beings who were- nevertheless- owned outright, as non-
 human physical property.

 Antebellum slave law defined black slaves as property. They were
 not considered human beings, by the law, but as animals or as other
 physical property. Because of this, there was no need to pay the slaves for
 their work. However, this legal definition was daily and blatantly con-
 tradicted by the fact that slaves were human beings, responded to daily
 conditions as human beings, and needed to be treated by slave owners as
 if they were human beings, if the owners were to derive sufficient labor
 from the slaves to make their ownership profitable. A social ideology of
 paternalism developed in the South which resolved this contradiction for
 slaveholders by absolving them; the ideology of paternalism, however,
 also gave the slaves a tool with which to coerce better and more humane
 treatment from the slaveholders.

 The ideology of paternalism was that the slaveholders were responsi-
 ble for the welfare of the slaves, and the slaves were to yield their labor to
 their owners without pay. Paternalism thus included a web of personal
 duties and obligations on both sides, and bound slave and owner to each
 other. It implicitly recognized slaves as human beings who got sick,
 needed food and shelter, and had feelings; thus, the ideology of paternal-
 ism softened somewhat the dehumanization of the antebellum code of

 law. However, while the ideology of paternalism may have encouraged
 more humane treatment by slaveowners, the fact that it obligated the
 owners to take care of the slaves effectively disguised the fact that the
 slaves' labor was free and unpaid. That is, the ideology of paternalism dis-
 guised the slaves' social exploitation.

 The slaves understood paternalism as a way to make the owners
 more sensitive to their needs. They appropriated this ideology to their
 own ends. They interpreted the ideology very differently from the
 owners, and used it daily against the owners for small favors, big favors,
 and as a way of resisting the psychological degradation inherent in their
 situation. The contradiction, of course, between their biological
 humanity and their ownership as physical property still remained.

 Genovese argues that although there were a number of slave rebel-
 lions, the vast majority of slaves neither totally acquiesced in slavery by
 agreeing to it or wholly supporting it, nor overtly attempted to destroy
 the system by outright rebellion. Rather, he says, most slaves engaged in
 a process of daily accommodation and resistance:
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 Accommodation and resistance developed as two forms of a single process
 by which slaves accepted what could not be avoided and simultaneously
 fought individually and as a people for moral as well as physical survival,
 (p. 659)

 As examples of accommodation and resistance- or, as he explains it,
 accommodation in acts of resistance, and resistance within accommoda-
 tion- Genovese cites the slaves' appropriation of this ideology of pater-
 nalism, as well as their appropriation of the whites' religion. The slaves
 were obligated by their owners to go to church services at which they
 were preached to by white ministers on their holy obligation to obey their
 white masters. The blacks, however, developed on their own a partially
 autonomous religion that taught them that everybody was equal in the
 hereafter and that whites would have to pay for their sins; their religion
 taught them to love and value each other; to take a highly critical view of
 slavery, and to reject the ideological rationale for their own enslavement
 (that blacks were not human beings). Secret religious meetings after
 work hours were necessary to develop this religion, and during these
 meetings the slaves were preached to by their own black preachers who
 exhorted self-love and equality in life after death. The congregations sang
 songs that deftly ridiculed the white masters and mistresses. While black
 religion (and most black preachers) stopped short of suggesting overt
 rebellion, their religion did become the organizing center of the slaves'
 resistance to slavery - a resistance that clearly embodied a great deal of
 accommodation. Slave religion may have reflected the hegemony of the
 master class, but it also set firm limits to that hegemony. It narrowed
 down what was due to the white master (daily labor) and what was not
 due: the free spirit or soul, and the perpetuity of equality in the afterlife.
 Black religion, understood as a critical world view, emerged as the slaves'
 most formidable weapon for resisting slavery's moral and psychological
 aggression. Their religion was an example of resistance in accommoda-
 tion, just as it was also an accommodation to slavery that had a critical or
 resistant edge to it.

 Another example of resistance in accommodation was the slaves'
 appropriation of the word "nigger." According to Genovese,

 [The word nigger] was a brutal, violent word that stung the soul of the slave
 more than the whip did his back. But the slaves took this ugly word and like
 the white man's religion, made it their own. [Although they also sometimes
 used the word to deprecate themselves], in their mouths it could become an
 affectionate, endearing word. As much as was possible, they robbed it of its
 ability to spiritually maim them. (p. 437)

 This process of accommodation in resistance - and resistance in daily
 accommodation - was also apparent in "slow downs" by slaves at work,
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 in their wounding themselves so they could not work (and paternalism
 bound the owner to take care of them while they were sick); in breaking
 machinery; in appearing to misunderstand or not understand directions;
 and in their own use of intentionally vague language (to avoid suspicion
 or punishment by owners, etc.). There were of course slaves who overtly
 resisted slavery and who took part in the occasional slave rebellions. And
 there must have been some who were so indoctrinated that they fully
 acquiesced in the belief that they were sufficiently cared for by the
 master class and did not need distinct civil rights such as their freedom.

 It should be obvious from the discussion of accommodation/resis-

 tance by slaves in the antebellum South that the dialectic of accommoda-
 tion and resistance is a part of all human beings' response to contradic-
 tion and oppression- of men, women, working-class and affluent; of
 white races and black. The contradictions, the forms and extents of
 oppression are different for the different genders and classes and races,
 and the forms which accommodation and resistance take will differ.4

 The dialectic of accommodation and resistance is manifest in the

 reactions of women and girls to contradictory situations that face them.
 Most females neither totally acquiesce in, nor totally eschew, the
 imperatives of "femininity." Rather, most females engage in daily
 (conscious as well as unconscious) attempts to resist the psychological
 degradation and low self-esteem that would result from total and exclu-
 sive application of the approved ideologies of femininity such as submis-
 siveness, dependency, domesticity and passivity. Females' attempts to
 offset these demands with those of self-esteem (that is, to mediate the
 contradiction between femininity and competence as it is socially
 defined) exhibit both daily resistance and daily accommodation - not
 unlike the dialectic proposed by Genovese for blacks. Accommodation
 and resistance are apparent in adult women and in young girls as well.

 Accommodation and Resistance by Adult Women

 There are several areas of women's lives in which the dialectic of
 accommodation and resistance can be seen. The accommodation and

 resistance can be divided into two categories that, although theoretically
 distinct and heuristically fruitful, will be seen to be empirically over-
 lapping. It is important to point out that not every act by a female is an
 instance of accommodation or resistance. Many acts (and attitudes) are
 neither. Indeed, an act can in one instance be an expression of resis-
 tance, and in another context or situation express accommodation.
 Furthermore, in the discussion of accommodation and resistance by
 women and girls that follows, I attempt to lay out the terrain for study,
 not to provide empirical "proofs" of any sort regarding accommodation
 and resistance.
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 First, I will describe some of the discrepancies that exist between a
 woman's public behavior and her private thoughts and beliefs. It is often
 the case that while one of these expresses accommodation, the other
 expresses resistance. Second, I will describe some ways that women
 appropriate (use and shape to their own ends) the ideology of femininity
 and feminine sexuality. For it is often the case that a woman who exhib-
 its femininity and apparently demure sexuality, may be using these to
 achieve ends which differ fundamentally from what men and the rest of
 society expect (or desire).

 Public/Prìvate Discrepancies

 There are several kinds of discrepancies. They are often examples of
 rebellion that is private. One type of discrepancy was described by Doris
 Lessing in her novel The Summer before the Dark (1973), where she
 describes a married woman in her mid-40s who dutifully and smilingly
 serves coffee and cake in the garden to her husband and his male guest.
 Then she sits down to join them, smiles again, and turns off her mind to
 them- in order to think her own thoughts- which include how boring
 their conversation is. This woman's public /private behavior is an
 example of an apparent acquiescence in the role of dutiful, submissive
 wife, but is in fact an accommodation with a critical edge: it contains an
 internal resistance, a separateness, and an internal nonsubordination.

 Public /private discrepancies also include the obverse of this
 example. There are instances in which the public behavior of a woman is
 resistant to the stereotype of femininity but her private beliefs continue
 to hold to the ideologies that devalue women - the ideology that women
 are not capable of taking care of themselves, for example, and that
 women "need a man to lean on." (The argument here does not suggest
 that women should be completely independent from men; what it does
 condone is an equal relationship between a man and a woman.) One sees
 today professional women who have attained success in their careers.
 This has necessarily involved hard work, a certain amount of aggressive-
 ness, and usually a measure of independent thought and behavior.
 However, many of these women continue to believe that they cannot
 take care of themselves - they need a Prince Charming. This feeling of
 dependence has been called the "Cinderella Syndrome" (Palm & Brewer,
 1979). While some of these women have publicly resisted the stereotyped
 expectations for them, their internal beliefs devalue themselves as
 women, and are thus an internal accommodation to the ideology of
 female helplessness and dependency.

 This type of public resistance with a simultaneous private accep-
 tance of the ideology that women's concerns are not of value is also
 apparent in the working-class or professional woman who has had to take
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 on allegedly male characteristics of exploitativeness and domination in
 order to get where she is. And in taking on these characteristics she has
 treated other females as males have treated them: with disrespect, conde-
 scension, exploitation. Such male-identified behavior by the woman
 manifests her own internalization and acceptance of the dominant ide-
 ology that devalues women's abilities and motivation. She says, "There
 is no social discrimination against women: I made it. And if other women
 don't, it's their own fault."
 The same phenomenon of public resistance and private accommoda-

 tion is apparent in working-class women who are "tough" and aggressive
 in nondomestic situations, but who are submissive with their men, and
 who accept this submissiveness as appropriate. In addition, one can cite
 the female prostitute who publicly breaks the code of femininity (by
 being a prostitute) but who is on the whole quite dependent on, and sub-
 missive with, her pimp.
 Finally, an obverse example is the working-class woman who sub-

 mits in various (demeaning) ways to the demands of her boss, in order to
 survive in an oppressive job situation, and who thus accommodates to
 the role of submissive female. However, if she resists this public degrada-
 tion psychologically (that is, privately) by holding on to her own value,
 and "dreams" of a better life, where such submission is not necessary,
 she is manifesting public /private discrepancy which is part of her simul-
 taneous accommodation and resistance to her own exploitation.

 Appiopňation of Femininity and Sexuality

 The second type of activity is that in which a woman appropriates
 the ideology of femininity or female sexuality and shapes it to her own
 ends. For example, first take the appropriation of femininity. Most
 women who accept femininity as their natural role do not passively adopt
 the stereotypical set of expectations. Rather the doctrine of femininity is
 often used by women as Genovese argued the slaves used paternalism: to
 try to ensure their own protection by men, as a way of enforcing a
 reciprocity of duties and obligations. Femininity may become a way of
 gaining security against a harsher public world.
 Moreover, femininity is often used to achieve power in a situation or

 relationship that is overtly (but only apparently) one in which the male
 has power. Thus, the wife, or secretary, or administrative assistant, is the
 real power behind the throne, and apparent submissiveness has been used
 (and is used) to prevent actual subordination.
 A similar phenomenon is the use of femininity to convince these

 men who do have power that you, as a woman, are not threatening. For
 example, in university departments in which a female assistant professor
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 is up for tenure or promotion, one sometimes sees her displaying
 apparent submissiveness or taking a demure stance vis-à-vis the males in
 her department who will vote on her. One purpose of such a display (or
 deception, if you will) is to convince the males that, even though you are
 intelligent and a scholar, you are not threatening to them. Thus,
 feminine "wiles" may be used to get what is desired when other, more
 straightforward ways are not available or cannot ensure success. This is
 an example of an accommodation to the feminine role that has a large
 component of resistance. Indeed, it becomes its opposite : femininity
 used to fend off the discrimination of oneself as a woman.

 In a related argument, McRobbie (1978) suggests that for some
 working-class women, taking on of femininity (the role of wife, marriage,
 and romance) is not just acquiescence in the social demands of femi-
 ninity, but expresses as well an opposition to school and to male culture.
 It is, she argues, a form of resistance to the sexual attitudes of the
 working-class boys and the unrewarding demands of the school. Yet it is
 clearly an accommodation to the female role, and is a real contribution to
 reproducing the young woman's ultimate social position of working-class
 housewife, dependent on her husband.

 There are also women who appropriate the female role in order to
 attempt to provide self-esteem. Thus, the woman who raises the "best"
 children, who has the "best" house, who, it is said, "lives" through her
 children, her husband, and her furnishings, may be taking the only legiti-
 mate or available avenue to try to achieve success and self-esteem in a
 society which defines success in ways that normally exclude her.

 Even becoming pregnant and having a child can sometimes express
 accommodation and resistance. Childbearing may be fully desired; it can
 also be an accommodation to what women have "always" done and is
 expected from them; and it can, on occasion, include a significant
 amount of resistance to the alienation and degradation of life in modern
 society. As one low-income woman told Robert Coles, "Having a baby
 inside me is the only time I'm really alive" (cited in Zinn, 1980, p. 498).
 Another woman told an interviewer, "The only way I can be creative in
 this world is by having a baby."5

 Childrearing itself can entail the same resistance: the nurturing of
 children and the love returned can be a struggle to ward off or compensate
 for the dehumanization and alienation of a non-nurturing world. Indeed, I
 would argue that some mothers raise children in an effort to make the
 personal political: the resistance to a sexist, racist environment may
 involve bringing up children who are politically sensitive to these as
 social problems.

 In ways similar to the appropriation of femininity, some women use
 the ideology of female sexuality (as passive, demure, or submissive) in
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 order to achieve positions of nonsubordination, equality, and power. The
 promise of sex to a male with power, the provision of sex to a boss or
 supervisor, is an apparent acceptance of the role of female as submissive
 sexual object. But it may also be a simultaneous use of, appropriation of,
 and resistance to, the ideology that females are powerless and passive: it
 may be the use by a woman of her own sexuality to attain power or status
 normally denied her by other, more straightforward means. The process
 occurs in factories and business offices, graduate and undergraduate de-
 partments of universities, and of course between husbands and wives.
 Other examples of resistance to the female role by appropriation of

 "feminine" characteristics are some types of sickness. Thus, as Freud
 (1925) argued, hysteria and frigidity (and perhaps the more common
 "headache") may often be somatic symptoms of inner conflicts regarding
 sex and sexuality (see also Eyer & Freud, 1966). In a similar vein,
 alcoholism, schizophrenia, and other, less drastic forms of mental
 illness, as well as pill dependency, may all result at least in part from
 unsuccessful attempts to reconcile the contradictions of being female.6
 As Cloward and Piven (1979) have argued, such illnesses are "hidden"
 forms of protest and are particularly suited to appropriation by females.
 They express resistance to the female role through privatized, inwardly
 directed "quiet" and acquiescent forms, rather than through the out-
 wardly directed, public, sociopathic forms some males utilize.
 Alcoholism and schizophrenia represent extreme forms of resistance

 within accommodation to the female role. However, the kinds of resis-
 tance and accommodation described here are those that characterize the

 everyday lives of women. They attempt to reveal how, in daily inter-
 action with men and in social institutions, women engage in a nego-
 tiation for equality, respect, and power that belies a total acceptance of
 the stereotypical female role and characteristics. The fact that most
 women accommodate to and resist female stereotypes and the contradic-
 tory constraints imposed upon them does not deny that some women
 may genuinely and totally believe that they, as females, are inferior to
 their men and should be passive, submissive, and dependent. And of
 course there are some women, perhaps some lesbians, who may totally
 reject what femininity entails, with little if any accommodation. How-
 ever, what I am arguing here is that most women neither totally accept
 nor reject femininity, but make concessions to it and to the contradictory
 demands of femininity and self-esteem. They adapt femininity to their
 own ends, resist it in subtle ways, and use it to ward off its consequences.

 The next section applies the concepts of accommodation and resis-
 tance to the activity of young girls, using these constructs to interpret
 data from a study of children in five elementary schools. The data bear on
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 the contradiction between home and work as it was perceived by 100 girls
 and boys and provide examples of accommodation and resistance by
 some of the girls.

 Accommodation and Resistance by Young Girls

 As part of a larger project (Anyon, 1980, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c) which
 investigated school knowledge, work, and modes of pedagogy in five
 elementary schools in contrasting social class contexts, I interviewed 100
 5th-grade children. Eighty-seven percent of the children in the study were
 white. The study included, in addition to these interviews, 10 three-hour
 observations in each 5th-grade classroom (and 3 three-hour observations
 in each 2nd-grade classroom); interviews of school personnel; and
 analysis of curriculum and other school materials. The schools differed
 by the social class composition of their students, with incomes ranging
 from very low (in two schools) to very high (in two schools).7 For pur-
 poses of the present discussion I will label the populations of schools in
 the following way. There were three schools which I will call (blue-collar
 and white-collar) working-class- although the white-collar occupations
 included some firemen, technicians, clerical worker, and teacher, which
 are sometimes referred to as lower-middle-class or middle-class. There

 were two schools which I will call upper-middle-class affluent profes-
 sional-in which the family occupations were cardiologist, corporate
 lawyer, professor, advertising and banking executives, automobile
 dealer, and so forth.

 The interviews were of 25 working-class girls and 25 working-class
 boys; and 25 upper-middle-class girls and 25 upper-middle-class boys.
 The interviews were wide-ranging, involving attempts to find out what
 the children thought about their school experiences, their teachers, their
 present lives, and their futures. All interviews were with 5th-grade chil-
 dren, aged 9-10 years. Each interview included the following questions:
 "Will you get married when you grow up?"; "Do you want to work when
 you grow up?" (if so, "What kind of work do you want to do?") If the
 child was a girl, I asked her, "Do you think your husband will want you
 to work?" And if the child was a boy, I asked, "Will you want your wife
 to work?" I report the following data as interesting and suggestive, but do
 not regard them as definitive because of the small sample (of 100
 children).

 Interview Data. The responses to the questions suggest that most of
 the children in the study perceived conflicts between the girl's future role
 as wife and her working at a job. Most children also stated that there
 would be a conflict between a girl's desire to work and (in many cases)
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 her future husband's desire to have her stay at home. In all schools more
 girls reported a conflict than did boys; and while most of the girls stated
 that their husbands would not want them to work, only half of the boys
 said that they would not want their wives to work. The data and some of
 the responses, broken down by social class and gender, are as follows.
 In the working-class schools, almost all of the girls (22 of 25) said

 they would work or wanted to work when they grew up. Most of them
 were quite emphatic about it, expressing that they would work despite
 their husbands. All but one of the girls (24) said their husbands would not
 want them to work. Some of the girls' responses are:

 Husbands never want their wives to work. They just want them to clean and
 clean and make food. But I want to work. My mother works at the
 diner- and she had to work at night and my father didn't want her to.

 I want to be a nurse as long as I can. I don't care what my husband says.

 I don't want to get married. I just want to be free. I want to have time for
 myself. I don't always want to be home.

 Yes [I want to work]. If the husband loses his job then they'll still have the
 money. If he goes on strike we'll still have to support the children.

 I want to work, but I'd have to quit [working] when I had a kid, so what's the
 use of starting.

 Yes [I want to work]. Because I won't be rich. I don't want to be rich. You
 have everything you want and you don't have to work. They just have to
 stay home and have all the money. I want to workl

 Yes- he's gonna let me work. (All emphases in original statements.)

 The three girls who said they would not work said,

 No [I won't work]. Husbands think you have to stay home. They'll think
 it's too hard for us. Or we'd get our hands dirty.

 Probably not if I had kids.

 No [I won't work]. My father doesn't want my mother to work because she's
 grouchy when she comes home.

 While all but one of these working-class girls expressed the belief that
 their husbands would not want them to work, the opinion was not uni-
 versal among the boys. Slightly more than half of the working-class boys
 (15 of 25) said that they would not want their wives to work, but the rest
 (10 of 25, or almost half), said yes, she should work (for more money).
 Some of the boys' responses are:
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 No [she shouldn't work]. Not if I'm a cop. She should stay home and take
 care of the kids and the house.

 Yes, if we needed the money.

 No, I wouldn't want my wife to work. Even though women are going to get
 equal rights, they still have to stay in the house.

 Not if we have kids.

 No, because I'd be working.

 No [she shouldn't work]. Don't take this personal, (pause) but girls are sort
 of dainty. They shouldn't work.

 Yes, if she had to. My mother says she wants a job- but he [my father]
 doesn't want her to. And when they have a fight she says, ' 'I'm going to get a
 job." And he treats her like a waitress. He just tells her to get the dinner.

 In the upper-middle-class schools, all but one of the girls (24 of 25)
 said they wanted to work, or would work (or be in the "clubs" - the
 Junior League and other upper-middle-class, lower-upper-class clubs).
 Many of the girls (16) volunteered the information that they would stop
 or would have to stop when they had children. However, in contrast to
 the working-class girls (all but one of whom said their husbands would
 not want them to work) only slightly more than half of the upper-middle-
 class girls (14 of 25) said that their husbands would not want them to
 work. There was not the same emphatic "I'd work anyway!" attitude
 among these girls as there was among the working-class girls. Most of the
 upper-middle-class girls took for granted that they would work. Some of
 their responses are:

 Yes. I want to be an actress. My cousin just made a TV commercial. Her
 aunt is an agent.

 Yes - but you have to go to the right college. I want to be a psychotherapist.
 (Why?) Because I like people.

 Yes, but women's lib and all that is dumb. No one has to be equal. I want
 boys to be better than me. Who wouldn't want that?

 Yes, I want to be a violinist. But I don't know if he [my husband] would
 want me to work. Men are number one. I don't think I would like to be as

 strong as men. Strong women wouldn't be pretty.

 Yes, if you're a wife you've got to clean and cook. And that's no fun. I don't
 want to do that. But I'll probably be a wife and I'll work too.

 Yes- I'm not going to pick up after everyone! But fathers work to pay for us.
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 Yes- I'm going to be three things: a teacher, a ski instructor, and a mother.
 But my mom says that I'd probably be bored being a teacher. And teachers
 don't get paid that much.

 Well, I'll be in the League, where you're known.

 Yes - and I could do lots of things. (Pause) I probably couldn't be President,
 though.

 As noted above, slightly more than half of the upper-middle-class girls ( 14
 of 25) said they thought their husbands would not want them to work.
 However, most of the upper-middle-class boys (20 of 25) said their wives
 could do what they wanted to. Most of the boys included some statement
 about male chauvinism or the Equal Rights Amendment in their re-
 sponse; and several expressed the contradictory conviction that, even
 though male chauvinism was wrong, theii wives would stay home and
 take care of the kids. Some of the boys' responses follow:

 Yes [women should work]. I'm not a male chauvinist. My grandmother says
 a woman's place is in the home. But my mother owns a bookstore.

 Yes- they [girls] have the same abilities boys do. Male chauvinism is
 stupid . It's not fair to not give women chances to do everything men do.

 Yes! Good idea [for women to work). I don't want my wife to work, though.
 I think women should work, but I want my wife to take care of the kids.
 Well, don't think I'm prejudiced or anything. Men and women are the
 same- same brains.

 Well, women should have equal chances, but my wife will stay home.

 I don't know- maybe not- it would all depend on a lot of things, if we had a
 kid to feed, or a job. It would all depend on what she thought.

 If she wants to. I don't care.

 If my wife wants to work, it's up to her- Let her workl

 The interview responses, taken across social class and looked at by
 sex, suggest that for most of the girls, and for about half of the boys, there
 is a perceived conflict between the girls' role as wife and mother and as a
 person who works outside the home. The responses of the working-class
 girls, who were so eager to work, and so insistent that they would work
 despite their husbands' objections, contrast with the memories of adult
 working-class women reported by Rubin (1976) and earlier by Komarov-
 sky (1962). These researchers asked adult working-class women whether
 they had wanted to work when they had been young, and most of them
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 reported that while they might have had a dream of being an actress or
 such, most remember wanting primarily to get married, rather than to
 work. The fact that the working-class girls I interviewed were so eager to
 work may have to do with cultural effects of the women's rights move-
 ment or other social developments. It may also have to do with the age of
 the girls I interviewed. As 5th-graders, they have not yet reached the
 teenage, high school years, when they will be faced with more explicit
 social pressure to "fit in" to the feminine stereotype: to look attractive to
 boys, to not appear unusual or too masculine, and to acquire a boyfriend
 and then a husband (Keniston & Keniston, 1964; Kagan, 1964). Some of
 these 5th-graders (as teenagers) may abandon their plans to work (and
 may forget that such plans existed).

 As research has shown, high school is a time when many girls who
 had excelled heretofore begin to decline academically (Maccoby, 1966).
 They are often counseled out of demanding courses (necessary for profes-
 sional careers) or they may self-select out of such courses, thinking
 perhaps that the courses are too difficult, or designed for boys; or the girls
 may reject the courses to avoid appearing overly smart and thus unattrac-
 tive to boys (Kelly, 1981; Sario, Jacklin, & Tittle, 1973). Indeed, one
 researcher found that the "fear of success" increases in high school girls:
 Baruch's (1974) study found that 29% of the 5th-grade girls studied
 exhibited fear of success, while 60% of the lOth-grade girls exhibited this
 fear.

 Observational Data. The processes of accommodation and resistance
 described earlier can be observed in elementary school girls. There are
 several relevant types of activity that I observed in 5th-grade (and some
 2nd-grade) girls during 10 months of classroom observation.

 The activity I will report seems to manifest the processes of
 accommodation and resistance. However, I did not do in-depth case
 studies of any of the girls. Thus, I do not know for certain why they were
 engaged in some of this activity. I present my own interpretation of their
 actions and attitudes, and not theirs. I suggest that, since almost all the
 girls interviewed expressed some awareness of the conflicts involved,
 their behavior could indeed be expressing accommodation and resistance
 to gender-related pressures or contradictions. The following, then, is
 interpretive and hypothetical: it describes possibilities for in-depth, long-
 term study.

 I observed six types of behavior. Although (as I have said) the exact
 nature of the ideologies and contradictions differs in working-class and
 more affluent contexts, all types of behavior existed in all schools. There
 were, however, interesting differences in the frequency with which
 certain forms of accommodation and resistance appeared among the
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 social classes. In addition, while girls in various social classes may resist
 in similar fashion, the ways these resistances are played out in adulthood
 will be quite different for working-class and more affluent females.8
 Intellectual (and artistic, or athletic) achievement is the first type of

 behavior that I interpret as having both accommodative and resistant
 aspects. Many elementary school girls acquiesce in the teachers'
 demands for neatness, obedience, and thoroughness in tasks. This may
 be an accommodation on the girls' part to what is understood or felt to be
 how good girls act- it is in accord with approved behavior for them.
 However, I observed a number of girls, in all social classes, for whom
 hard work, diligence, and school-related achievement seemed to express
 more than the desire to do what was asked. For these girls it was behavior
 that resisted passivity and submissiveness. For example, attempts to
 excel academically and in school-related activities such as sports and
 musical instruments demand perseverance, aggressivensss, a measure of
 independence, and effort over and above obedience and neatness. That
 such achievement may involve conflict for the girls is possible. One girl
 in an upper-middle-class school who played the violin was quite talented,
 and her teacher told me she practiced a great deal. She gave a school
 concert and worked very hard to prepare for it. She was also one of the
 highest academic achievers in the 5th grade, an extremely studious and
 meticulous child. Her IQ was 145. Despite her efforts to achieve, she was
 the child who told me in the interview that although she wanted to play
 the violin when she grew up she didn't know if she would, because ' 'men
 are number one" - and, she said, "strong women wouldn't be pretty."

 Another girl in the same school was quite aggressive and assertive,
 very often stating her opinions forcefully in class discussions and taking a
 leadership role in group projects. She was also a talented creative writer;
 her written work was startling in its maturity and interesting use of
 language. Yet, despite her strength, independence, and talent, she told
 me that she wanted boys to be "better, who wouldn't want that!"

 The contradiction between the potentials of these two girls and their
 sexist attitudes towards themselves and their futures suggests to me a
 process of accommodation and resistance. The attempt to excel is a resis-
 tance to the feminine stereotype, but the attitude that men are more
 important, and better, is an obvious accommodation of this resistance to
 society's sexist values.

 For some of the working-class girls I observed, intense interest in,
 and effort to do well in, school work not only expressed their willingness
 to do what the teacher asked, but seemed to express a strong desire to be
 qualified to get a job later. As several said, "If you don't have the skills,
 the boss won't hire you." For a few, achievement at school seemed to
 secure their hopes to work later, to get a job. One girl seemed to use
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 intense effort to complete her assignments as a way of screening out a
 very chaotic, unpleasant classroom environment. She told me that she
 wanted to be a veterinarian, and that she did not want to work in a
 factory like her mother did. I watched her persist at her desk to do her
 school work as the teacher screamed at other children and gave confusing
 directions, and as belligerent boys roamed the classroom. Thus, I inter-
 pret her hard work not only as an accommodation to expectations that
 she do what is demanded in school, but also that through this accommo-
 dation she can resist both present and future social discomfort.

 The appropriation of femininity is the second category of activity. I
 observed many 5th-grade girls in the working-class schools who appeared
 to fulfill the feminine stereotype for little girls: they wore dresses and
 skirts; they were not intellectually aggressive in class; they were quiet,
 did not often call out; and they did not engage in aggressive physical
 activities in the playground, but they stood alone or in groups and talked
 or played jump rope. However, there were multiple occasions in the
 working-class schools where I observed exaggerated feminine behavior
 that was used to resist the flow of work assignments, or to resist the
 teacher in other ways. For example, on one occasion a teacher in one of
 the working-class 5th grades gave the class an assignment to trace
 Christopher Columbus's route to the New World on a map. She told
 them it was something "different" from what they usually did, and she
 wanted to see if they could do it. A group of the "feminine" little girls
 began to giggle, blush, laugh, and whisper. They were not doing their
 work, and were expressing their resistance to the assignment by the use
 of exaggerated female behavior. The teacher responded to them by
 saying, "Some silly little girls in the back better get to work."

 On another occasion in a 2nd grade in one of the working-class
 schools, I observed that some of the girls had marked off a round table in
 the corner of the room as "the girls' club." When I asked them why they
 wanted a club, one girl said, "To get away from them," and pointed to a
 group of boys standing at the door. The group of boys, I subsequently
 noticed, was usually in the library corner playing cards. They would not
 let the girls get books from the library corner. Moreover, some of the boys
 in this class engaged in repeated harassment of the girls on the play-
 ground, pulling their hair, chasing them, and hitting them. The girls
 appeared to have banded together under the banner of their sex to get
 their teacher to allow them to have a corner of the room to themselves.
 Another example of the appropriation of femininity by 5th-grade girls

 in the working-class schools involved occasions on which I observed
 several girls being quite coy with the male 5th-grade teacher. They were
 using feminine "wiles" to resist school work, to try to persuade him not
 to give them so much math. And finally, there was the case of a quite
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 proper little girl in one of the working-class schools who wore clean,
 dainty sweaters and blouses to school and who told me with pride that
 she was going to be a secretary ; and she patted the collar of her white
 sweater with apparent satisfaction. I interpret this behavior as a sugges-
 tion that for this girl femininity was a matter of pride, and that she may
 use it to achieve success in the world of work.

 In the upper-middle-class 5th grades I, of course, also observed girls
 who seemed to fit the feminine stereotype, with dresses and quiet and
 demure behavior. However, there were somewhat fewer of these in the
 upper-middle-class schools than in the working-class schools. Some girls
 in the upper-middle-class schools wore clothes in which they could be
 more active: corduroy pants or dungarees, slacks, pullovers, and sweaters
 or shirts. Indeed, regardless of their clothes, many of the girls in these 5th
 grades were more assertive and intellectually aggressive in class than
 were the girls in the working-class schools. Indeed, two 5th-grade
 teachers seemed to encourage such behavior in the girls. And despite the
 attitude expressed by many boys in the interviews- that Equal Rights
 Amendment or no, their wives would stay home- some of these same
 boys expressed admiration for several of the girls who, they said, were
 "really smart." Girls in the upper-middle-class schools participated more
 in classroom discussions and projects than in the working-class schools,
 and a larger number of them than in the working-class schools were
 involved in school clubs, music events, and plays.

 Because of a greater acceptance as equals in the classroom, and
 because they were more often encouraged to be active, there was less
 need for the middle-class girls to use exaggerated "femininity" to get
 what they wanted; there were other, more legitimate ways that were
 built into the school and classroom environment.

 Tomboyishness is another way that some of the girls resisted the
 feminine stereotype. Tomboyishness is in part a matter of taking on
 characteristics of dress and physical activity that are more characteristic
 of boys of that age. Such girls eschew the quiet, indoor activities of many
 girls, preferring to play outdoors and to be active. I observed more of this
 in the upper-middle-class schools than in the working-class schools. In
 fact, in one upper-middle-class 5th grade there was a child who was a girl
 but whom I mistook for a boy on my first two visits. She was quite tom-
 boyish: she dressed exactly like most of the boys; her hair was short; her
 features were not distinctly masculine or feminine; she was very active
 outdoors and during lessons; she called out sarcastic comments in class
 as often as some of the other "discipline problems," all of whom were
 boys.

 A less extreme example of tomboyishness was one little girl who
 refused to wear skirts. She wanted to wear work overalls, and her teacher
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 told me that her mother was quite upset about this and was ' 'working on
 it with her." Within several months (according to her teacher) this little
 girl was wearing a dress every day. It may not be necessary to point out
 that tomboyish behavior is resistant to the constrictions imposed on
 little girls in both dress and behavior. However, an interesting dialectic
 was involved with these two tomboyish girls. The other side of the coin
 of active tomboy behavior in public was an intense shyness in personal
 contact, such as in the interviews I conducted with them.

 Appropriation of sexuality is the next type of behavior that mani-
 fested both accommodation and resistance. I observed two 5th-grade girls
 in the working-class schools who were using their nascent sexuality to
 get attention, to disrupt the class, and in one instance to turn the boys
 against the female teacher. One of the girls came to school with nail
 polish, rouge, hair that had been curled and styled, and usually without
 her homework. She had a sexual, suggestive manner with the boys in the
 class. The teacher was female, and the girl told me that she did not like
 the teacher because she "tries to tell me what to do." This girl was one of
 the very few girls (in any school) that I heard directly challenge state-
 ments a teacher had made in class. In another working-class 5th grade
 was a girl who had been held back. She was very attractive, and she flirted
 with the boys and argued with the female teacher, whom she said she did
 not like. The teacher told me that she "seems like a teenager," and that
 she "gets the boys all excited" so that they do not pay attention.

 Being a discipline problem is a phenomenon that, for girls, seems to
 express resistance not only to school, but to what is expected of them as
 girls. That is, they may be expressing resistance to both school and
 gender ideologies of passivity, submissiveness, and acquiescence, and to
 their teachers as older females as well. I see their deviance from the

 norms of school and femininity as organized responses- as organized
 nonconformity. Their nonconformity is not necessarily conscious; it is
 not an inability to follow the rules, but may be a structured response of
 resistance.

 Distancing and alienation, and staying home from school frequently,
 is a final form of resistance in accommodation. It is one that is particu-
 larly quiescent and directed against the self. As research studies have
 shown, boys are more likely to engage in aggressive, disruptive behavior
 than girls (Weitzman, 1977, p. 21; Shortell & Biller, 1970). Most girls do
 not resist so openly, so publicly. Rather, I would argue, girls are more
 likely to resist the pressures of school life in ways that are internalized
 and not so obvious as boys' resistance. They may tune out, turn inward,
 and- by a psychological distancing from events that Giddens (1979)
 rightly argues is a resistant act- effect a subtle resistance to school that is
 incorporated into the feminine stereotype. Some girls in the working-
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 class schools seemed extremely removed (alienated) from their classroom
 surroundings; but then, so did some of the working-class boys. In-depth
 study is necessary here in order to assess any gender variations in this
 phenomenon.

 Accommodation and resistance, even when it takes the form of a
 turning away or withdrawal, is an active process. The analysis above sug-
 gests that most girls are not passive victims of sex role stereotypes and
 expectations but are active participants in their own development.
 Indeed, one could do an analysis of minority girls, and of boys of all races
 and social classes, to assess how these children react to the con-
 tradictions and pressures that confront them. I would argue that accom-
 modation and resistance will be an integral part of the overall processes
 that all children use to construct their social identities.

 Implications

 This section discusses implications (of viewing gender and gender
 construction as involving active responses to social contradiction) for
 how we work toward social change for women.

 Genovese (1972) argued that the slaves' accommodation and resis-
 tance to paternalism allowed them to gain a measure of self-esteem and
 community without which their psychological survival would not have
 been possible. However, he also argued that this same paternalism, and
 the slaves' own accommodation and resistance to it, trapped them in a
 web of dependency:

 The legacy of paternalism, no matter how brilliantly manipulated to protect
 their own interests, kept the slaves and generations of later blacks from a
 full appreciation of their individual strength. And the intersection of pater-
 nalism with racism worked a catastrophe, for it transformed elements of
 personal dependency into a sense of collective weakness .... They could
 not grasp their collective strength as a people, and act like collective men
 [sic], (p. 149)

 Genovese goes further to argue that wherever paternalism exists, resis-
 tance tends to become a defensive action, aimed at protecting the
 individuals against aggression and abuse. Such resistance, as part of
 accommodation, does not readily pass into an effective weapon for libera-
 tion. Moreover, he argues that paternalism undermines solidarity among
 the oppressed, by linking them in dependency relations not to each other,
 but to their oppressors.

 If we think about this argument in the context of the ideology of
 femininity for women, we can arrive at the following point: the ideology
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 of femininity reinforces a paternalistic dependency on men. The accom-
 modation and resistance to that, by individual females, is often a defen-
 sive action (no matter how creative) that is aimed not at transforming
 patriarchal or other social structures, but at gaining a measure of
 protection within these. Thus, not only femininity (as an ideological,
 practical limit on activity), but also the process of accommodation/resis-
 tance itself, traps women in the very contradictions they would tran-
 scend. It traps them because their daily accommodation and resistance
 does not seek to remove the structural causes of the contradictions. For

 such transformation women need collective action. That is to say, while
 accommodation and resistance as modes of daily activity provide most
 females with ways of negotiating individually felt social conflict or
 oppression, this individual activity of everyday life remains just that:
 individual, fragmented, and isolated from group effort. It is thus polit-
 ically weakened. While, as Giddens (1979) argues, the actions of individ-
 uals do mediate immediate environments and affect them, individual
 women acting alone [I would argue) cannot reorganize or transform the
 legal, economic, religious or other cultural sanctions and bases on which
 certain men get- and attempt to keep- social power. To change these
 relations of power, not only is individual activity necessary, but it will be
 necessary for women to join together to take collective action.

 To those women who say they cannot resist, who say it is too much
 to ask that we resist and take collective action against oppressive men
 and the machines of sexist law and tradition, I would say: but women
 have always resisted! As part of their daily efforts to attain self-esteem
 and survival, women have always fought back. This knowledge that we
 have done so should empower us. The knowledge that we are, by our past
 and present accommodation and resistance, already implicated in our
 personal development, should enable us to take the step to collective
 political struggle for determination of our fate.

 However, women must work with men. For gender freedom is not
 possible without freedom from capitalist exploitation (although we now
 know that freedom from capitalist exploitation does not itself ensure
 female liberation.9) However, social transformation of a capitalist society
 to a society that is humane for all of its members is not possible without
 social change in the status and power of women; and social change for
 women is inextricably intertwined with the liberation from exploitation
 of men.

 As an example of the conjuncture of male and female liberation from
 economic exploitation, consider the fact that without sexual discrimina-
 tion in the labor market, capitalistic economic exploitation of the
 working class as a whole would be quite difficult. If all working-class
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 women (white and minority together) refused to be hired for low wages,
 or refused to replace men who were on strike, then it would be extremely
 difficult for management to exploit either men or women. This would be
 true because there would be no reserve labor pool of women to hire
 cheaply; and, as history shows, a labor force that is larger than the job
 pool is considerably easier for management to exploit and control than
 when workers are in demand.42 The refusal by an individual woman to
 comply with her own exploitation is necessary in my scenario, but it is
 not sufficient; all women must refuse together. And all those men who
 support humanitarian social change must refuse with them.
 We must nurture in females a sense of solidarity and potentiation.

 We must argue that females have the power to work for new, more equi-
 table kinds of social arrangements. Moreover, we must nurture in both
 females and males the understanding that it is legitimate for women to
 engage in political struggle. For as women are currently defined by
 ideologies of femininity, it is not considered feminine for women to act
 together in public political protest.

 Notes

 1. See, for example, Walum, 1977; studies cited in Weitzman, 1979, in
 Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974, and in Safilios-Rothschild, 1979; and Pitcher and
 Schultz, 1983.

 2. See studies cited in Weitzman, 1979; also Goodman et al., 1974; also King
 and Scott, 1977, and Sternglanz and Serbin, 1974.

 3. There are various formulations of what is considered feminine. Almost all

 statements I have seen contain several or all of the above characteristics. See, for
 example, Chetwynd and Hartnett. 1978; Garskof, 1971; Broverman et al.. 1972.

 4. I would call attention to the general similarity of the schema implicit in
 my use of accommodation and resistance (that is, from acceptance to accommo-
 dation and resistance, to rejection) to the schemata put forth by others who have
 attempted to characterize the response of people to oppressive aspects of their
 environment. For example, Gramsci (1971) talks about "good sense" in a
 contradictory consciousness, and Mungham and Pearson (1976) present a schema
 of dominant, negotiated, and oppositional working-class responses to oppressive
 political change.

 5. Jane Califf, personal communication.
 6. As we know, the majority of mental patients are women, and a majority of

 these are married (Gove & Tudor, 1973). Women are predominant among the
 enlarging category of prescription addiction as well (Cloward & Piven, 1979).

 7. Data on family occupations and income are reported in detail in Anyon,
 1980, 1981c.

 8. I would like to thank Nancy R. King for making this point to me.
 9. See, for example, Lapidus, 1978; Murray, 1979; and especially Arnot,

 1981.
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